THE    CROSS    OF   PEAGE	l8g
"They are happening every day The wireless, aeroplanes,
scientific marvels altering human society and its relationships
In any case, my dear Louis, I am convinced that if we do not
re establish some land of European unity our culture and
our traditions will be utterly destroyed Another war—and
they are gone ! It will be the final collapse of Western
civilization '
Louis was doubtful about that    Europe had recovered
from many wars including the Napoleonic campaigns
Armand shook his head
The scale had been altered Waterloo was a small affair
compared with a modern battle And another element had
been introduced War was no longer a test of human
courage It was no longer a struggle between human
beings It \vas the letting loose of devilish and inhuman
powers under which men crouched and died Science had
elaborated a mechanism of slaughter more destructive than
the thunderbolts of Jove In the next war, cities would be
obliterated by bombs Masses of human beings would be put
to death by poison gas It would be the suicide of civilization
An unpleasant prospect for young lives like mine,, *
agreed Louis, with an attempt at humour And I want to
do so much I want to fall in love with a pretty girl I
want lots of pretty girls to fall in love with me I want to
paint some fairly good pictures I want to make a success
in the law I want to penetrate more deeply into the mystery
of life I should hate to be blotted out in an untimely way
by high explosives or poison gas Still I don't see there s
anything I can do about it
*	Why not? * asked Armand dryly     * It s up to you *
Louis raised his eyebrows
*	You suggest, sir, that I might prevent that catastrophe ?
Me—Louis Marchand, student of letters  in the Lyc£e  of
Avignon ? 5
Certainly, * said Armand       You and Alphonse Ghartier
and others of your age     It is for your generation^to get busy

